certified to

nfpa 1971-2018
3-DIMENSIONAL DESIGN WITH A RE-ENGINEERED FIT FOR THE ULTIMATE DEXTERITY AND FINGER-TIP CONTROL

OUTER LAYER
Durable “eversoft leather”
remains comfortable after
continuous washings
Reinforced palm

MOISTURE BARRIER
Porelle ® FR breathable
moisture barrier for optimal
fire, moisture, & Blood
Borne Pathogen protection

INNER LAYER
High performance
Kovenex ® offers true flame
resistance with heat
blocking protection

MFA 82
GAUNTLET

Suggested Retail $73.99

GLOVES STRAP
MFA GLVSTP

Suggested Retail $7.99

MFA 83
WRISTLET

Suggested Retail $76.99

2018 has introduced mandatory numerical sizing
(64-82) in two widths, narrow (N) and wide (W).
To determine the best size and fit, measure your
index finger from the palm crease to the tip in
millimeters and this will give you the closest
numerical size.
The diagram to the left shows where to measure
and in this example the glove size would be a 76.
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Now measure across the top of your knuckles as shown
to the left and find the corresponding size/width based
on the chart below.
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The new NFPA 1971 Standard on protective
ensembles for structural firefighting and
proximity firefighting
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FOR U.S. UNITS, 1MM = 0.394 IN.
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- High-abrasion resistant premium synthetic leather palm and
finger patches
ROPE
EVA
padded rope control channel for a tight secure grip
MFA 70
- Flexible base layer allows for incredible fingertip dexterity without
removing gloves
Protection, comfort &
dexterity when the
- Breathable spandex outer with neoprene knuckle for flexible fit
work demands it
- Elastic cuff with adjustable Velcro® closure for a non-binding, secure fit
- Machine washable, Sizes: XS-XXL

MECHANICS
MFA 78

Combining comfort,
durability & style

- Padded high-grip leather palm with polyurethane reinforced fingertips
- Breathable 4-way stretch spandex back with neoprene
knuckle protection
- Elastic cuff has an adjustable Velcro® closure for a non-binding fit
- Sizes: XS-XXL

- Amortex® reinforced palm with ANSI 5 rated cut & abrasion resistance
- Nitrile coated palm for water & oil resistance
MFA 16
- Thermo Plastic Rubber (TPR) overlays & impact protection to reduce
back-of-hand injuries
Oil & water
Hyprene®
breathable cuff with reflective trim and elasticized
repellent while
debris-control
cuff liner
providing outstanding
protection
- Machine washable, Sizes: XS-XXL

EXTRICATION

EXTRICATION
MFA 18B

Triple Protection
BBP Barrier
ANSI 5 Cut Rated
Impact Protection

EXTRICATION
MFA 90B

Puncture & abrasion
resistant with
enhanced dexterity
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- BBP: Breathable waterproof Blood-Borne Pathogen Barrier
- Amortex® reinforced palm with ANSI 5 rated cut & abrasion resistance
- Nitrile coated palm for water & oil resistance
- Thermo Plastic Rubber (TPR) overlays & impact protection to reduce
back-of-hand injuries
- Hyprene® breathable cuff with reflective trim and elasticized
debris-control cuff liner
- Machine washable, Sizes: XS-XXL

- BBP: Breathable waterproof Blood-Borne Pathogen Barrier
- Puncture and abrasion resistant premium synthetic “leather”
palm & fingers
- Tough puncture and abrasion resistant Amortex® anatomically
designed palm pad for greater dexterity and fingertip control
- PVC covered finger tips for a secure grip
- 4-way stretch breathable outer is oil and water resistant
- EVA padding protects the vulnerable metacarpal area along with
tough Kevlar Amortex® for added knuckle protection
- Shirred elastic at the wrist insures proper fit with elasticized cuff
to keep debris out
- Machine washable, Sizes: XS-XXL
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